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ABSTRACT
Group theory and Lagrangean methods are combined to produce a new
constructive duality theory for MIP. Properties of the MIP dual problem are
developed and procedures for deriving groups are discussed. The relationship
between Gomory cuts and surrogate constraints, and their role in the constructive
dual methods, are explored. Preliminary computational experience is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
In earlier papers, abelian group theory and Lagrangean methods
were combined to provide a constructive duality theory for pure integer
programming problems. The group theoretic constructs were used in
characterizing and analyzing integer solutions to linear equations
(Gomory (1965), Shapiro (1968), Wolsey (1969)). Lagrangean methods
were used in exploiting the group theoretic constructs to find optimal
solutions for the pure integer programming problem (Shapiro (1971),
Fisher, Northup and Shapiro (1975), Bell and Shapiro (1977)).
Computational procedures based on the group theoretic methods
alone showed considerable promise, but sometimes proved numerically
unstable (Gorry and Shapiro (1971), Gorry, Shapiro and Wolsey (1972),
Gorry, Northup and Shapiro (1973)). Implementation of the Lagrangean
methods was limited mainly to the tests reported in Fisher, Northup and
Shapiro (1975). Relatively little experimentation was performed on the
integration of these methods with branch and bound. This was
unfortunate since the group theoretic and Lagrangean methods are
complementary to branch and bound, providing tighter bounds than those
provided by ordinary linear programming relaxations, and sometimes
identifying good or optimal integer solutions when the ordinary
relaxations fail to do so.
In this paper, we report on new extensions of the earlier research
to mixed integer programming. No serious attempt was made in the past
to implement computational methods for mixed integer programming based
on group theoretic methods. In the nearly ten years since we suspended
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research on these methods, mixed integer programming has become a much
more widely approach to managerial decision making (Bender, Northup and
Shapiro (1981), Brown, Northup and Shapiro (1986), Buchanan, Brown and
Shapiro (1985), Bender et al (1985), Bonaquist et al (1987)).
The expansion of mixed integer programming applications is due in
large part to faster and cheaper computation. It is also due to the
availability of commercial codes, such as MPSIII and MIP/370, that
utilize efficient linear programming optimization routines in executing
conventional branch and bound analysis of the problems. The
performance of these codes can still be overly time consuming, however,
especially on combinatorially complex problems for which the linear
programming relaxations are weak.
By contrast, the constructive dual methods we present here provide
bounds for mixed integer programming that are theoretically at least as
good as those provided by ordinary linear programming. Their
calculation requires only a small additional computational effort.
Preliminary computational experience indicates that the bounds are
sometimes significantly better than those from linear programming. The
quality of the bounds appears to depend primarily on the structure of
the mixed integer programming problem and the group optimization
problems deduced from it. Moreover, the constructive dual methods have
been observed to produce good feasible mixed integer solutions even
when the bounds are not significantly better than the linear
programming bounds. Finally, the methods can be applied to mixed
integer programming problems with greater flexibility than they can be
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applied to pure integer problems, thereby reducing the numerical
difficulties that were encountered earlier.
In the following section, we present the basic theory underlying
our new constructs for analyzing integer programming problems. In the
section after that, we discuss methods for generating the pure integer
constraints that are needed by our approach. Procedures for choosing a
group and a group homomorphism are developed in the subsequent section.
After that, we discuss implementation issues and initial computational
experience. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of areas of
future research.
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2. MIP DUAL PROBLEMS
We consider the MIP problem in the form
V = min cx + fy (la)
s.t. Qx + Py = r (lb)
Ax = b (Ic)
xj = 0 or 1, y 0
where the mxn matrix A and the mxl vector b have integer coefficients.
We let qj denote a column of Q and aj denote a column of A. We assume
problem (1) and its ordinary linear programming relaxation ( 0 xj 1
instead of xj = 0 or 1) have optimal solutions. The constructive
duality theory assumes explicitly that the pure integer constraints
(lc) are non-vacuous. The implicit assumption is that the constraints
(lc) make the problem more difficult to solve, in many instances, much
more so. In a later section, we return to this point to discuss it in
detail. For the moment, however, we merely assume the existence of
pure integer constraints and proceed with our construction. In the
discussion that follows, we use IP to denote pure integer programming,
MIP to denote mixed integer programming, and LP to denote linear
programming.
The dual problem is derived by dualizing on the constraints (lb)
and (1c) and replacing (c) by an equation defined over a finite
abelian group. In particular, let w denote dual variables on the mixed
integer constraints (lb), and let u denote dual variables on the pure
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integer constraints (c). The only constraints on the dual variables
are wP f which ensure that the Lagrangean has a (finite) optimal
solution. Let denote a homorphism mapping the infinite abelian group
of integer m-vectors under ordinary addition onto a finite abelian
group G. Let IGI denote the size of G.
For any w and u satisfying wP f, the Lagrangean we seek is
L(w,u) = wr + ub + min (c - wQ - uA)x
n
s.t. :E 0(aj)xj = (b) (2)
j=1
xj = 0 or 1
Problem (2) is the zero-one group optimization problem that can be
solved very efficiently for reasonable values of IGI, say IGI less than
1000; (see Gorry, Northup and Shapiro (1973)).
For completeness we present the following result which is a
special case of weak duality for general mathematical programming
problems (see Shapiro (1979)).
THEOREM 1: For any dual solution w, u satisfying wP f, the
Lagrangean function (2) is a lower bound on the minimal MIP objective
function cost; that is
L(w,u) V.
Proof: Consider any solution (x,y) that is feasible in MIP (1). Since
Ax = b, we have
5
n
=E 0(aj)xj = (b)
j=1
implying x is a feasible solution in the Lagrangean calculation. Thus
L(w,u)
= CX +
= cx +
= cx +
< cx +
< wr + ub + (c - wQ - uA)x
u(b - Ax) + w(r - Qx)
w(r - Qx)
wPy
fy
where the fist equality follows by
equality because Ax = b, the third
the last inequality because wP f
arbitrary feasible solution in MIP
V. 
The mixed integer programming
lower bound
rearranging terms, the second
equality because Qx + Py = r, and
and y > 0. Since (x,y) was an
(1), we can conclude that L(w,u) <
dual problem is to find the highest
D = max L (w,u)
s.t. wP < f
(3)
Clearly, D < V since, by theorem 1, L(w,u) < V for all w and u
satisfying wP < f. The following theorem demonstrates how our dual
analysis improves upon ordinary linear programming relaxations.
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THEOREM 2: Let L denote the minimal value of the LP approximation to
the MIP problem (1) that results if we replace xj = 0 or 1 by 0< xj 1
for all j. The MIP dual problem (3) provides stronger bounds than this
LP approximation; namely L < D.
PROOF: The ordinary linear programming approximation to (1) is
L = min
s.t.
cx +
Qx +
Ax
Xj
x >
fy
py = r
= b
< 1
O, y 0
(4)
for j = 1, ..., n
and its dual is
L = max wr + ub -
st. c - wQ - uA + zI
wp
z
n
j=1
> 0
< f
> 0.
Zj
By linear programming duality theory, we know that the primal feasible
solution x, y, and the dual feasible solution w, u, z are optimal if
and only if
(f - wP)y = 0
(c - wQ - uA + zI)x = 0
Zj (1 - Xj) = 
7
for j=1, ..., n.
Without loss of generality, suppose we have such a primal-dual
pair that is optimal in problems (4) and (5). It is easy to show that
zj = 0 if cj - wqj - uaj O, whereas zj = -(cj - wqj - uaj) if cj -
wqj - uaj < O. Consider the Lagrangean
L'(w,u) = wr + ub + min ( - wQ - uA)x
s.t. xj = 0 or 1
evaluated at the dual solution w, u. Since zj = 0 if cj - wqj - uaj >
O, we have
n
L'(w,u) = wr + ub - E zj = 1
j=1
where the first equality follows because xj = 1 in the Lagrangean if
c - wqj - uaj < 0, and the second equality follows from (5) for the
optimal linear programming dual solution.
The final step is to add the group equation to the Lagrangean
calculation. The result is the Lagrangean given earlier in (3)
L(w,u) = wr + ub + min (c - wQ - uA)x
n
s.t. :E 0(aj)xj = D(b)
j=1
xj = 0 or 1
Clearly, L(w,u) L'(w,u) for any dual solution (w,u) since the set of
feasible zero-one solutions is more restricted for L(w,u). In
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particular, L(w,u) L'(w,u) at w,u optimal in the ordinary LP
relaxation implying D L. 
The construction in Theorem 2 directly indicates how the group
theoretic methods are applied to the MIP problem (1). If the ordinary
linear programming relaxation has been optimized and fails to yield an
optimal mixed integer solution, we construct a stronger Lagrangean than
the ordinary linear programming Lagrangean. Then, starting at the dual
solution w,u that is optimal in the dual to the ordinary LP relaxation,
we use exact or approximate dual ascent methods to maximize the
stronger Lagrangean over the dual feasible region. The lower bounds
produced by the stronger Lagrangean will be increasing and uniformly
higher than the ordinary LP lower bound, assuming, of course, that the
ascent method functions correctly.
Sometimes optimizing the Lagrangean leads to a feasible or an
optimal mixed integer solution. The following corollary to Theorem 1
characterizes when this optimality can be detected. The proof is
omitted because it is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1: Suppose the zero-one solution x that is optimal in the
Lagrangean (2) evaluated at (w,u) satisfies Ax = b. Suppose further
that we compute y optimal in the residual LP
min fy
s.t. Py = r - Qx
y 0.
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The solution (x,y) is optimal in the mixed integer program (1) if fy =
w(r - Qx).
The procedure implied by Corollary 1 is to check each solution x
produced by the Lagrangean to see if it satisfies the integer
constraints Ax = b. If, so we solve the residual linear program (6).
If (6) has an optimal solution y satisfying fy = w(r - Qx), then (x,y)
is an optimal mixed integer programming solution; that is cx +
fy = V. If (6) has an optimal solution y, but fy > w(r - Qx), then
(x,y) is feasible mixed integer programming solution, and fy - w(r -
Qx) is an upper bound on the difference between cx + fy and V.
Corollary 1 provides sufficient conditions that the Lagrangean
defined in (2) uncovers an optimal MIP solution. The conditions are
not necessary ones, however, in the sense that optimizing the dual MIP
problem (3) will not surely produce an optimal MIP solution. In Bell
and Shapiro (1977), it was shown for pure IP's how the Lagrangean could
be strengthened if the dual problem fails to find an optimal IP
solution. In the process, we demonstrated that a group and its
associated Lagrangean would ultimately be constructed that solves the
original IP problem. For the MIP problem (1), this construction
leading to stronger and stronger Langrangeans can still be attempted,
but we have no guarantee that, at some point, it will fail. We omit
further details here.
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3. GENERATION OF PURE IP CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we return briefly to the question of the
existence and generation of the pure IP constraints (1c) in our
statement of the MIP problem (1). We contend that when these
constraints are not present in an initial MIP formulation, they can and
should be generated by problem specific and general purpose algorithmic
procedures. This viewpoint is supported by the research of Crowder,
Johnson and Padberg (1983); and Padberg, Van Roy and Wolsey (1982).
Here, we limit our discussion to three types of derived LP constraints:
surrogate constraints, Gomory cuts, and Benders' cuts.
Surrogate Constraints:
Surrogate constraints have proven effective in limiting the search
of branch and bound, once an incumbent solution x*, y* with cost V*
cx* + fy* has been found for problem (1). For any dual solution, w, u
on the constraints (lb) and (1c) satisfying wP f, any MIP solution
x,y lower in cost than the incumbent must satisfy.
cx + fy + w (r - Qx - Py) + u (b - Ax) V*
since, r - Qx - Py = 0 and b - Ax = 0.
Rearranging terms, we obtain
(c - wQ - uA)x + (f - wP) y < V* - wr - ub
Since f - wP 0, and y > 0, we can omit the second term on the
left. The result is the pure IP constraint.
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(c - wQ - uA) x < V* - wr - ub
It has been argued that optimal dual variables produce the strongest
surrogate constraint (Rardin and Unger (1976)). A usable inequality
constraint can be obtained by taking the integer parts of the vector
(c - wQ - uA) and the scalar V* - wr - ub (the integer part plus one of
the scalar if it is integer).
Gomory Cuts:
A new Gomory cut is implied each time the Lagrangean (2) is
calculated. Specifically, any zero-one that satisfies Ax = b also
satisfies
L(w,u) wr + ub + (c - wQ - uA)x
or
(c - wQ - Ua)x L(w,u) - wr - ub (9)
It has been argued that optimal dual variables produce the strongest
Gomory cut (Shapiro (1971)). A usable constraint can be obtained by
taking the integer part of the vector (c - wQ - uA) and the integer
part minus 1 of the scalar L(w,u) - wr - ub.
A comparison of (8) and (9) shows that surrogate constraints and
Gomory cuts are based on exactly the same dual constructs and
variables, but in a complementary fashion. During branch and bound,
surrogate constraints are useful in limiting the extent of the branch
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(8)
and bound search. They create a frontier beyond which it is
meaningless to look for a subproblem with an MIP solution better than
the incumbent. By contrast, Gomory cuts force branch and bound to pass
beyond a different frontier in the search tree because subproblems on
the wrong side of this frontier cannot produce feasible MIP solutions.
This important observation about the two types of constraints appears
to be new.
For each subproblem encountered during a branch and bound search
for an optimal solution to the MIP problem (1), a surrogate constraint
and a Gomory cut can be written each time the Lagrangean (2) is
optimized, although it is best to use optimal or near optimal dual
solutions for these constructions. Thus, as the search progresses, an
expanding pure integer structure is developed for strengthening the
fathoming procedures. Of course, once branching on the LP relaxation
of (1) has begun, careful accounting is required to ensure that the
surrogate constraints and Gomory cuts added to each MIP subproblem are
valid.
Benders' Cuts:
In applying Benders' method, one makes frequent use of solutions
to the residual problem (6) which we rewrite here
min fy
s.t. Py = r - Qx*
y 0
where x* is given a zero-one solution. For some x* we would expect the
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residual LP to be infeasible. This implies that we can find a vector
w* satisfying and
w*P < 0
w* (r - Qw*) > 0.
In such a case, we add the constraint
w*Qx w*r
to problem (1) ensuring that x* is never again selected for the integer
part of the solution. This constraint can be converted to one
involving integer coefficients by taking the integer part of the vector
x*Q and the integer part minus one of the scalar w*r.
The procedures described above are for general MIP problems. A
common special structure arising in fixed change problems are
constraints of the form
:E aijYij - Kix i < 0jcA(i)
and "demand" constraints
:E aijYij = dj
jeB(j)
where A(i) are the "customers" connected to plant i, and B(j) are the
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"plants" connected to customer J. If we let J denote any set of
customers, and define
I = {ilisB(j) for some jJ},
the above constraints supply the pure integer constrains
2: Kix i > : dj
isI jSJ
See Padberg, Van Roy and Wolsey (1982) for further results.
It is even possible to approximate an integer constraint with
large coefficients by one that has smaller coefficients, and include
the approximation in the integer constraints while maintaining the
original as a mixed constraint. In particular, consider
n
2: aijxj < bij=1
where, the aij, bi are integers and xj is constrained to be integer.
If we take any rational (pi > 0, the new constraint
n [ai] bi
xj <
j= -1 (i]j 2
is a relaxation of the original, where "[ ]" denotes "integer part of."
Thus, for the purposes of IP approximation, we would treat the original
constraint as a mixed constraint, and treat the relaxation as the
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integer constraint. Note that relative to the given constraint, the
variables xj such that
aij 0 but = 0
would be treated as continuous variables. See Gorry, Shapiro and
Wolsey (1971) for more details.
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4. CHOOSING THE GROUP
In this section, we present one approach for selecting a group G,
and a homomorphisim 0 mapping integer m-vectors onto it, to be used in
constructing the Lagrangean (2). Additional empirical and
methodological research may suggest other choices. The one presented
here is intended to cause the lower bounds to immediately increase from
the LP lower bound which we have denoted by L.
Let (w*,u*) denote an optimal dual solution for the ordinary LP
relaxation of problem (1), and let (x*,y*) denote the corresponding
optimal primal solution. We assume that this LP was optimized by the
simplex method, and therefore that complementary slackness holds
between these optimal primal and dual LP solutions. Define the index
sets
J- = {jjcj - w*qj - u*aj < O} (10.1)
JO = {jlcj - w*qj - u*aj = 0} (10.2)
J+ = {jlcj - w*qj - u*aj > 1 (10.3)
By complementary slackness, we know that x = 1 for j J- and
xj = 0 for j J+. Non-integrality of the optimal LP solution (x*,y*)
is obviously due, then, to the ambiguities associated with the
variables xj for j J. Conversely, it is easy to demonstrate that x*
must be zero-one if JO is empty.
Thus, we assume that IJOI = K 1, and consider the matrix
B = (ajl, aj2, ... ajt)
where the ajk are distinct vectors with jk JO. The index t is chosen
to be the minimum of K and m; that is, if K m, we include all the aj
with j s JO, whereas if K > m, we include any distinct set of m vectors
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aj with j JO. The next step is to apply the Smith Reduction
Procedure to B (see Shapiro (1979). The result is a uniquely defined
group G, and a homomorphisim 0, with the property that
0(ajk) = 0 for k = 1, ..., t
The merit of this choice can be seen by considering .the Lagrangean
(2) at the optimal LP dual solution (w*,u*), and after we have made
upper bound substitutions xj = 1 - xj for j J-.
The result is
L(w*,u*) = L + min - (cj -w*qj - u*aj)xj
jcJ-
+ E (ej - w*qj - u*aj)xj
jjJ+
s.t. E 0(aj)xj + (-0(aj))x = (b) - :E 0(aj)
jFjOUJ+ jEj- j-
I (11)
Xj = 0 or 1, xj = 0 or 1
A close examination of (11) reveals that the objective function
coefficients of the variables xj for j J- and xj for j J+ are
positive. Moreover, by construction, 0(aj) = 0 for j = jl, ... , jt
from the set JO. In the case when K < m, and therefore 0(aj) = 0 for
all j Jo, and assuming 0(b) - 0(aj) 0, the Lagrangean
j sJ-
calculation will, by necessity, produce a lower bound that is greater
than L, the lower bound provided by the ordinary LP relaxation. These
are large assumptions. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect the
conditions ensuring L(w*,u*) > L to hold in many cases. In any event,
the hope that they will obtain provides us with a good rationale for
selecting G and 0.
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5. PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Some of the procedures discussed above have been implemented and
tested to a limited extent. More extensive and comprehensive testing
will be performed later this year and reported upon in a separate
paper. Our purposes here are to report on our preliminary findings,
and to indicate our implementation strategy. Moreover, we wish to
inform the research community that the two routines unique to our
constructive dual methods - a program for computing group
representations and transformations based on the Smith reduction
procedure, and an algorithm for solving the zero-one group problem (2)
based on Glover's algorithm (Glover (1969) and Shapiro (1979)) - are
written in FORTRAN and available upon request.
We set out to add the constructive dual methods to the MIP code
contained in LINDO; see Schrage (1984). In particular, for each LP
subproblem generated by LINDO's branch and bound search, our intention
was to create and iteratively optimize zero-one group optimization
problems (2), starting at the optimal LP dual solution and ascending
using subgradient optimization. For ease of implementation, the ascent
would be only on the u dual variables, holding the w dual variables at
their optimal LP values. Such an implementation would have permitted
us to evaluate the extent to which the LP bounds can be strengthened,
and the frequency with which feasible integer solutions are discovered.
Unfortunately, we encountered a series of technical difficulties
in trying to effect this implementation. Perhaps the most trying of the
difficulties was the restriction in LINDO that integer variables can
only be binary. The group theoretic methods require that the integer
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constraints be treated as equations; therefore, slack and surplus
variables on these equations, which may take on large integer values,
must be treated by binary expansions. This had the effect of seriously
complicating the links between our programs and LINDO, the calculation
of dual solutions in subgradient optimization, and feasibility checks
on integer solutions produced by the Lagrangean (2).
Despite the difficulties encountered, we can state preliminary
conclusions regarding the computational effectiveness of the
constructive dual methods. Thus far, we have experimented somewhat
unsystematically with small models for capacitated plant location, bond
portfolio optimization, network synthesis, and capital budgeting. Our
conclusions are:
(1) Randomly chosen groups and homomorphisms tend to produce weak
bounds (D=L). Mathematically, we suspect that randomly chosen groups
too often produce integer polyhedra containing the ordinary LP
polyhedron of problem (1). When this happens, the integer polyhedra do
not cut off any of the LP polyhedron and therefore do not increase the
bound above the LP bound L. For a further discussion of such
polyhedral intersections, see Shapiro (1971) or Fisher and Shapiro
(1974). Thus, intelligent, or at least informed, selection of the
group along the lines suggested in section 4 appear appropriate and
necessary.
(2) Optimizing the Lagrangean (2) yields zero-one x satisfying
the integer equations Ax=b surprisingly often, even when the group is
randomly chosen, and even when D=L. These solutions tend to be near
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optimal or optimal, but optimality cannot be established due to a
duality gap (V - D > 0).
(3) For some models involving only logical integer equations in
the system (1c), the group theoretic methods have difficulty finding
"traction" in the sense that pure integer submatrices of A tend to be
unimodular when they are non-singular. This is despite the fact that
the logical equations seriously complicate the model. We have not yet
implemented any of the procedures from section 4 for generating pure IP
constraints. Our hope is that these procedures may provide more
traction for our methods.
(4) The bounds L(u) sometimes are significantly higher than L. So
far, this is most likely to occur if the MIP problem contains capital
budgeting type constraints of the form
n
aijxj < bij=1
where the aij are positive integers greater than 1 for a reasonably
large subset of the set of integer variables.
(5) We have no information regarding the impact of holding the w,
the dual variables on rows (lb), fixed during dual ascent. This needs
to be tested in our future experiments.
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6. FUTURE RESEARCH
The most important area of future research is to perform
systematic and extensive tests with the constructive dual methods on a
variety of MIP test problems. As we indicated above, we intend to
perform these experiments later in the year and report upon the results
in a separate paper.
Two areas of methodological research also merit attention. One is
an extension of the supergroup approach for pure IP developed by Bell
and Shapiro (1977). The idea is that successively stronger groups can
be derived from linear programming representations of the MIP dual
problem (3) in the manner of Dantzig-Wolfe column generation. The
reader is referred to Bell and Shapiro (1977), or Shapiro (1979) for
more details.
MIP model re-formulation methods, notably those discussed in
Crowder, Johnson and Padberg (1983), should be investigated from the
perspective of generating effective pure IP constraints for our
constructive dual method. Similarly, we intend to study the impact on
our methods of the coefficient reduction methods discussed by Gorry,
Shapiro and Wolsey (1971). These methods will allow us to treat a pure
IP constraint with large integer coefficients as a mixed integer
constraint, while adding a suitably relaxed version of the constraint
to the set (c).
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